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The Annual PharmaReg AfriSummit is back in its 2nd Edition
An insightful summit with over 300 professionals as attendees including regional governmental
officials & experts
PharmaReg AfriSummit: “For A Healthier Africa”
The 2nd edition of PharmaReg AfriSummit is back, and it will be online on a virtual platform this
year. The Summit will consist of:
-

Medical Device: 5th & 6th of September 2022
Training Days: 7th & 8th of September 2022
Regulatory Affairs: 12th & 13th of September 2022
Pharmacovigilance Training: 14th & 15th of September 2022

PharmaReg AfriSummit is a one of-a-kind platform in the region which brings together
Governmental Authorities, Industry Leaders & Solution Providers with the focus on the
discussions revolving around the regulations in the pharmaceutical & medical device industry.
The summit will have in-depth sessions and interactive trainings, which will focus on the
highlighted and key topics of this year’s 2nd edition, which hare: Regulatory Updates from
Individual countries, Track & Trace, African Medicine agency and Reliance in Africa, Regulatory
Overview of Pharma Manufacturing in Africa, Biologics, Clinical Trials, Digitization in pharma
Regulations.
Dr. Mona Al Moussli, The Co-Founder & Managing Director of PRA Consultancy that is
powering the PharmaReg AfriSummit, mentioned that “It is critical for all Regulatory Affairs &
Pharmacovigilance professionals to stay current on the newest advancements in the approvals
process, which is why the PharmaReg AfriSummit is so crucial in examining recent and future
laws in the Africa’s continent. Furthermore, I feel that in the sphere of regulatory affairs,
networking is the key to success."

The purpose of the PharmaReg AfriSummit is to raise awareness about current and impending
restrictions in the pharmaceutical business.
The summit is a uniting point for the four cardinal points (east, west, north & south which include
all of the 54 countries) of the African Governmental Authorities to exchange and share
knowledge, and sort out common challenges in the pharma and medical industry, as well as
discuss potential decisions to make Africa’s continent Healthier.
It revolves around a wide variety of topics and interactive sessions given by governmental and
field professionals with the industry heads and newcomers in the pharma field that seek the
insights about pharma registrations, rules, and updated regulations.
This year, the PharmaReg AfriSummit is expected to have over 300 professionals, delegates &
speakers from governmental entities and pharma regulations’ businesses. All attendees will be
gathered to participate in industry leaders’ debates, in-depth discussions, analyses, Q&A, round
tables’ meetings & much more.
Dr. Najiba Al Shezawy, the Managing Director of PRA Consultancy & one of the founders of
PharmaReg AfriSummit, states: “This year, the event is going to be online, which will be hosted
on an interactive and virtual platform customized to the best measures of engagement and
viewability for all the attendees.”
She adds: “PharmaReg AfriSummit 2022 will be the destination to learn discuss & network. The
event is designed to be as insightful and informative as possible for everyone. It will contain a
great deal of new and updated material in the sector of pharmaceutical regulations. The doors
are wide open for sponsors, presenters, representatives, and exhibitors, which is quite
encouraging because this is a must-attend event for all field professionals and experts in the
Africa. At PharmaReg AfriSummit, everyone will be able to meet, exchange insightful and
practical knowledge, and most significantly, they will be able to connect & interact."
For more information about the PharmaReg AfriSummit’s 2nd edition, visit:
https://www.pharmaregafrisummit.com

